
The holiday home

Husnummer 139506

4 Persons

1 Possible extra beds

2 Bedrooms in total

2 Double rooms

80 (m2)

2 Single beds

1 Double beds

1 Bathrooms

Plana de Vic, Ripoll &Plana de Vic, Ripoll &
CamprodónCamprodón



Stay with a twist of luxury and authenticity - mountain view and big
garden with swimming pool

You find Casas Estamener in the heart of a picturesque village, situated in the pre-Pyrenees right
between the Pyrenees mountains and Barcelona, and with only 25 minutes to the regional capitol
of Vic.

You will stay in a cosy village with a couple of restaurants in walking distance and the gourmet-
bakery/café in the same building with the possibility of including breakfast service or you can just
pop down to pick up your fresh croissants and other delicious pastry.

The history of Casas Estamener:

Since 2005, we have helped Elisabet and her family letting out the beautiful holiday homes they
have. First, the two village houses (Plana de Vic 4P and Pedraforca 8P)

Then in 2010, they converted building where they used to have the bakery into four high standard
apartments (Llucanés 4P, Margarita 4P, Font Nova 5P and Els Munts 7P) and made a beautiful
café/bakery in the ground floor facing the village street. These four apartments situated on 1. and
2. floor can be accessed by elevator, making them very suitable for elderly people and people
with reduced mobility. In addition, the elevator makes it very convenient to get the suitcases to
your apartment.

 

The fantastic garden and swimming pool:

In addition, the back of the house was turned into the fantastic swimming pool area with the big
swimming pool (17 x 5 meters), café tables, toilets and changing rooms, and shady corners and
sunny spots. The view is stunning, directly to the Pyrenees.

- - - - - - - - - -

This apartment Casas Estamener-LLUCANES:

Ferieboligen is the twin apartement to Apartment Margarita, so they have more or less same
layout. This second-floor apartment is a cosy base with view to the village street.

Its layout with a double room with a double bed and a double room with two single beds makes
it perfect for 4 persons, and also 5 persons as there is space for an extra bed in the twin bedroom.

There is one big common room containing the living area with sofa corner the dining area with
dining table and the open kitchen. The kitchen is fully equipped with oven, ceramic hot plates,
dishwasher, Nespresso and table ware.

Finally, the apartment has a beautiful bathroom with shower. Here, you also find a washing
machine and a tumble dryer.

Resumé apartment Ferieboligen:

• 2 double bedrooms + room for 1 extra bed
• Fully equipped kitchen
• Bathroom with shower



• Common room with sofa corner and dining table
• WIFI, Dishwasher, Washing machine, Nespresso

 

- - - - - - - - - -

The other apartments and village houses:

If you just want to check out, if another of the holiday homes would be more suitable for you, we
have made this list of links, so you can jump to the other apartment. Each unique and some of
them with own terrace or balcony as a supplement to the shared facilities in the garden.

Casas Estamener-Pedraforca
8P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-7p

Casas Estamener-Els Munts
7P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-7p

Casas Estamener-Font Nova
5P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener-piso-5p

Casas Estamener-Margarita
4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-piso-4p

Casas Estamener-Plana de Vic
4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casas-estamener-casa-4p

Casas Estamener-Llucanés 4P: https://cataloniaholidaylettings.co.uk/plana-de-vic/casa-estamener

 

Casas Estamener can offer almost any service you need!

When renting an apartment in Casas Estamener, you have the gourmet bakery with fresh bread and
croissants at your door step, and a couple of restaurants and a grocery store in the village in
walking distance.

The owner Elisabet is a fantastic person, who, together with her staff, will do all she can to make
your stay memorable. (also very conveniently, besides Catalan and Spanish, speaks English, some
French and some German).

 

The location - A perfect point of departure for exploring Catalonia!

Directly from the village, the area has a lot of nice walks, and routes for bicycling. Elisabet can
help with bicycle hire, both normal or electric (best booking in advance).

If you want even more nature, you can find so many nice walks and other experiences further up
in the Pyrenees mountains within 30-60 minutes drive away.

The beautiful regional capitol Vic is 25 minutes drive away in the other direction. Please do not
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miss Catalonia's biggest market in Vic, taking place Tuesdays and Saturdays from 08:00 - 13:00 in
the antique town centre. We normally stay to have lunch afterward in one of the many nice
restaurants.

For day trips, Barcelona is about 75 minutes by car, Girona and the beaches of Costa Brava about
90 minutes. We also have our activity document with our personal recommendations and you will
find a lot of tourist information in the holiday homes.

 

So come to Casas Estamener to enjoy:

Authentic holiday homes of high standard
All with Wifi, washing machine, dishwasher and other convenient facilities
Beautiful garden with barbecue, café tables, terraces, toilets and the pool
Big swimming pool of 17 x 5 meters
Village with services in walking distance
Bicycle hire (normal and electric)
Padel in the area
Local markets
Barcelona, Girona and Costa Brava for a day trip
Natural surroundings and beautiful view

 



Facilities in the house and area

Shared garden: Ja
BBQ: Ja
Private outdoor pool: Nej
Shared outdoor pool: Ja
Swimming pool fenced: Nej
Dishwasher: Ja
Washing machine: Ja
Stove: Ja
Microwave: Ja
Fridge: Ja
Freezer: Ja
Coffee maker: Ja
Nespresso machine: Ja
Highchair: Ja
Childbed: Ja
TV (with normal channels): Ja
WIFI-Internet : Ja
Table Tennis: Ja
Playground swings: Ja
Air conditioning: Ja
Smaller village in walking distance : Ja
Big village with rest.& shops in walking
dist: Ja
PADEL at the holiday home
(shared/private): Nej

Included in the price

Towels for bathroom: Ja
Bed linen: Ja
Electricity: Ja
Water: Ja
Final cleaning: Ja
VAT and Spanish taxes: Ja
Catalan Tourist Tax: Ja

Distances

Closest supermarket: 0.2
closest resturant: 0.2
Distance to nearest bakery: 0.1
Nearest busstop (with bus to bigger
cities): 0.1
Closest public internet access: 0.1
Distance to Barcelona: 93
Distance to Girona: 98
Distance to Vic: 25
Distance to Berga: 30
Distance to Andorra la Vella: 123
Distance to Barcelona Airport: 106
Distance to Girona Airport: 83
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